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Abstract:
Grid Computing Systems, with their focus on Creative
applications, high-performance orientation and large-scale
resource sharing, have emerged as a significant new field. One
of the important goals in any computational grid environment is
to achieve effectual allocation with fault tolerance to complete
the task on time. Optimal resource allocation and the fault
tolerance system’s failure rate remain a problem in the current
system. To address the above-mentioned issues, The Fit
First(FF) heuristic algorithm and the Adaptive particle Swarm
Optimization (APSO) algorithm are proposed in this research to
improve grid system efficiency and resource allocation. The
proposed system involves resource allocation using the APSO
algorithm, path and node-level fault tolerance and multiple
resource formation using the FF heuristic algorithm for better
efficiency. Consider the number of tasks, number of resources
and number of grid users at first when considering grid
computing. The APSO algorithm is used to select more optimal
resource efficiently in this work, and it is used to control
resource allocation. The optimal tools for the user requirements
are chosen by generating objective functions using the best
fitness value. It is used to provide Quality of Service (QoS) in
terms of lower costs, quick response and satisfaction with the
best services. The fault tolerance is implemented using the FF
heuristic algorithm, which increases the data transfer time and
reduces failure time. The grid efficiency can be improved by
reducing resource idle time and evenly spreading unmapped
tasks among the available resources. The simulation results
show that the proposed APSO+FF algorithm outperforms the
current algorithm in time complexity, error rate, cost complexity,
and accuracy.

Keywords: Grid computing, Adaptive Particle Swarm
Optimization (APSO) algorithm, Fit First (FF) heuristic
algorithm, fault tolerance, resource allocation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Grid computing provides access to resources from various
administrative domains and offers a heterogeneous and
dynamic resource. The Grid’s resources are combined to
form a virtual organization to solve significant business and
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scientific issues. The technology’s primary goal is to share
unused and dispersed resources, including storage capacity
and computational power. Data and computational grids are
described as a combination of software and hardware
infrastructure that provides low-cost, pervasive and reliable
access to high-performance computing resource[1]. A data
grid is a collection of large datasets that are primarily used
to provide information to applications.
Problem-solving becomes more complicated as human
civilization progresses. Grid computing is a useful tool for
resolving difficult issues [2] [3]. The grid scheduler
schedules tasks and finds the best resource for each task in
computational grids. The scheduler must consider various
factors, including communication time, reduced makespan,
user demand and failure handling mechanism. There is a
need for an appropriate scheduling algorithm to make
optimal resource use and satisfy all users' needs. The grid
scheduler is primarily concerned with how to assign
resources to jobs reasonably and effectively. When
selecting resources for a job, the scheduler should consider
job characteristics such as user deadline, length of the job
and resource characteristics such as job cost, capability and
communication time.
Many factors, such as heterogeneity, dynamic nature of
resources and grid structure distributions, have been
obtained in grid resource allocation and management.
Grid’s key role is to complete user’s application request
and offer the best service. The distributed resource and the
communication network are two significant infrastructures
in the grid system. Grid resource management becomes
complicated due to the geographically dispersed, essentially
heterogeneous, dynamically entering and leaving resources
in the Grid [4]. It was addressed that managing grid
resources and ensuring that consumers transparently use
grid resource is a challenging task for grid systems to solve.
The resource allocation problem for constrained grid
application is formalized in [5]. The research considers a
very general case in which programmes are decomposed
into tasks with precedence relationships. The challenge is to
determine the best resource allocation that minimizes
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overall cost while maintaining service level agreements for
execution time. This paper offers a structure for developing
a heuristic solution to this NP-hard problem and an
example of such a heuristic and gives a numerical model.
The example of grid computing for the marketplace is
shown in Fig 1.

resource allocation using the APSO algorithm, path and
node-level fault tolerance and formation of multiple
numbers of resources for improved performance using the
FF heuristic algorithm. The overall performance of the
proposed method enhances using effective algorithms.
The rest of the work is organized as follows: Section 2
presents a brief overview of some of the literature
works on grid computing in forming multiple numbers
of resources, fault tolerance method and resource
allocation. Section 3 describes the suggested approach
for APSO+FF. Section 4 contains the experimental
findings as well as a discussion of the performance
analysis. Conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK

Fig 1 example of grid computing for marketplace
Grid allocation highly depends on resource allocation.
Different approaches that use the market mechanism to
assign resources have been built over the last few years.
However, the effectiveness of such measures has not been
thoroughly examined. This research looks at how marketbased resource allocation through continuous double
auctions and the proportional share protocol outperforms a
traditional round-robin approach. It creates a model for the
market, server and clients, and then gives simulation
results. The number of resources, contact delays, the
amount of load in the system, various degree of resource
heterogeneity are all factors that are examined.
There is a growing need for more complex and advanced
hard-real-time computing system in industrial computing.
Fault tolerance, in particular, is one of the criteria that are
playing an essential role in the design of new hard-real-time
distributed systems. Several schemes have been introduced
to promote fault-tolerant computing in distributed systems,
divided into two categories[6]. A passive backup copy of a
primary task is allocated to one or more back up the
processor in the first class, which uses passive replication
techniques; when a primary task fails, the passive copies of
the task are restarted on the backup processor, implying
that a passive copy is only performed when the primary
task fails. The same set of task is often performed on two or
three sets of processors in the second class, which utilizes
active replication methods; every primary task has an active
backup copy:if one of the primary tasks fails, the mirror
image will continue to execute.
The fault tolerance and the resource allocation system over
grid computing is the key problem of this research. Several
methodologies and studies are presented, but significant
resource allocation is not achieved. Node-level fault
tolerance and time consumption are also disadvantages of
current methods. The FF and APSO algorithms are
proposed in this work to improve the overall grid system
efficiency. The key contribution of this study is the
Volume 11, Issue 4, July - August 2022

Shah et al.(2014) explored how grid computing has a
significant impact on scientific research and the application
sector in [7]. The major features are the ease of flexible
operations and the online presence of reliability. The key to
understanding distributed computing is how it has evolved
with the virtualization of different grids. The utility
management
infrastructure
comprises
various
virtualizations in the Grid that lead to functionality in web
services workload, core/hosting and information. Here’s a
brief summary of the virtualization layers. Because of the
world’s never-ending demand, the levels of virtualization
can be explained in great detail,
Pooranianet al.(2010) proposed a grid computing system
consisting of programs and resources distributed across
machines in the Grid [8]. Since a grid system has a
complex environment and decentralized distributed
resources, it’s critical to have efficient application
scheduling. Since task scheduling is an NP-hard issue, the
deterministic algorithm is insufficient to solve it, and a
heuristic algorithm such as Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) is needed. To solve optimization issues in various
ways, a simple parallel algorithm called PSO can be used.
PSO searches the problem space globally, but it must be
used in combination with other approaches to search
locally. The independent task-scheduling problem in grid
computing was solved using a hybrid-scheduling algorithm
in this research. PSO-GELS is a modern approach that
combines PSO with the Gravitational Emulations Local
Search(GELS) algorithm. When compared to other
algorithms, the experimental results show that PSO-GELS
is more efficient.
Shah et al.(2010) described resource management, is the
‘brain’ of a grid. It controls the Grid’s common resource
and assigns user jobs to the resources. Since the number of
jobs and necessary resources are vast, and fast response to
users are required in an accurate grid computing
environment, Grid resource allocation is one of the most
important functions affecting Grid efficiency.Many
methods of allocating Grid resources have been created.
The hybrid resource allocation approach was used in this
study based on the Divisible Load Theory and Least Cost
Method(LCM). The DLT approach is the improved version
of the hybrid resource allocation method. By combining
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LCM and DLT, a modified assignment strategy was
created. The hybrid resource allocation approach for Grid
resource allocation is defined and evaluated in this paper.
This work also employs a Grid scheduling model and
compares the Hybrid Resource Allocation approach to the
current one in terms of efficiency.

adaptive multi-scenario approach to solve the problem,
which improves the fault tolerance of the computational
process. The algorithm’s efficiency has been demonstrated
via extensive modelling and realistic experiments.

Dai et al.(2006) demonstrated grid computing, which
differs from traditional distributed computing systems due
to its focus on the open architecture of services and largescale resource sharing. Global grid technologies,
particularly the Globus toolkit, are progressing toward an
Open Grid Service Architecture(OGSA). The grid system
offers an extensible infrastructure that allows different
entities to deliver their service and combine their resources.
As a result, this research aims to optimally allocate
resources on the Grid to optimize grid service reliability.
Since no previous study has looked at grid service
reliability, this work creates preliminary modelling and
evaluation algorithms to assess grid service reliability. It
provides an optimization model for the grid service
allocation problem and develops a genetic algorithm (GA)
to solve it based on the grid service reliability evaluation.
The modelling procedures and efficiency of the GAs are
demonstrated using a numerical illustration.

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Abbes et al. (2010) proposed a decentralized and faulttolerant software system to manage Desktop Grid
Resources [11]. Its key design principle is to eliminate the
need for a centralized server, removing the single point of
failure bottleneck in Desktop Grids. Instead, each node can
play the role of client or server alternatively. The main
contribution is the design of the PastryGridprotocol(based
on Pastry) for Desktop Grid to support a broader class of
applications, particularly distributed applications with task
precedence. It compares the approach to a centralized
system using performing 2500 tasks. The result shows that
the decentralized system outperforms the master/slave
configuration in terms of turnaround time.
Bukhari et al.(2019) present an ant colony system-based
fault tolerance algorithm[11] that considers load balancing
based on resource fitness with resubmission and checkpoint
method to improve grid computing fault-tolerance
capability. According to the experimental results, the fault
tolerance algorithm has a faster execution time,
Feoktistovet al.(2019) address improved fault tolerance to
solve large-scale scientific and application issues
implemented in a heterogeneous distributed computing
environment through modular programming[13]. It relates a
workflow to an abstract programme(problem-solving
scheme) that describes a computational method. Modules
(applied software) and their relationships are defined in the
problem-solving system. When the computational
mechanism fails, this work uses a new multi-agent
algorithm to re-allocate Grid resources. Forming a residual
problem-solving scheme using abstract program
specialization methods and re-allocating its modules
between agents representing a computational resource is
part of the algorithm execution. In contrast to other
algorithms for the same reason, the algorithm uses an
Volume 11, Issue 4, July - August 2022

Resource Allocation management using APSO and FF
algorithm is proposed to improve Grid computing
efficiency significantly. The proposed work includes
developing many resources, a fault tolerance system, and
resource allocation optimization. Fig 2 depicts the overall
block diagram of the proposed approach
Reque
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Resource
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Adaptive
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Particle
Compute
best
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Path and
node-level
Fit First
fault (FF)
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Fig 2 Overall block diagram of the proposed system
3.1 Form multiple numbers of resources on the grid
system
Consider the number of tasks, number of grid
users, and resources when considering grid computing. A
grid system is intended to finish a series of
programs/applications to complete a specific task. The
execution of such programs requires the use of Grid
resource. The task of grid users, the strategy of resource
allocation and grid resource are the fundamental factors
that determine a resource allocation issue in the grid
system. Grid system allocation allocates required resources
to grid task based on the idea that user expectations are
met, resulting in the task running time being as short as
possible. User share grid resource by uploading tasks to the
grid system. The grid resource allocation mechanism reallocates these tasks to the required resources according to
a certain plan, allowing the powerful allocation algorithm
to take advantage of the grid system’s computing power to
increase the grid system’s overall throughput. The
conceptual model of the Grid framework is shown in Fig 3.
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matching elements in resource allocation management,
making it easy to trigger path congestion and low resource
allocation performance. The distance between the shared
resource and its components is primarily controlled in the
five-layer hourglass model system. The resource
management process and usage of each element in the
structure are distributed in five layers in turn. The
connection between the bottom layer and the shred resource
is relatively wide since it is nearest to the shared physical
resource; the closer you get to the top, the smaller the
information definition of the shared physical resource.
Therefore, the smaller the detail of the shared resource. The
shared physical resource is at the bottom, while the abstract
shared resource is at the top.
Fig 3 conceptual model of grid framework
Grid operators are in charge of operating grid resources,
which involves monitoring and responding to various
power system incidents. Grid operators usually exchange
information at the distribution system level using a
common communication infrastructure with a certain QoS
level supported by communication network operators
through service level agreements. The periodic task
is
completely identified by a pair ( , ), where
denotes
the execution time of ′ and
denotes the request
period of ′s. Between every two consecutive requests, is
periodic witha constant interval. At time 0, ’s first request
occurs. The execution time for all the (infinite) requests of
is equal and constant to
at the worst case. The
scheduling problem consists of finding an order in which
all of the task’s periodic requests are to be executed on the
processors in order to satisfy the following scheduling
conditions: Given n independent periodic task , ,…
and a set of identical processor, the scheduling program
consists of finding an order in which all of the task’s
periodic requests are to be executed on the processors to
satisfy the following scheduling conditions: Tasks and
processor are sequenced, preserving the integrity of the
system: At most one processor is assigned to each task at a
time, and no processor is assigned to more than one task at
a time. Deadlines are met, i.e., each task’s request must be
completed before the next task’s request, i.e., by the end of
the task’s period, the number of processors, m is kept to a
minimum.
3.2 Resource allocation management by using Adaptive
Particle Swarm Optimization (APSO) algorithm
The APSO algorithm is used to choose more optimal
resources efficiently in this work, and it is used to control
resource allocation. To adjust the resource allocation
management techniques and local grid structure
characteristics, it is important to respect the hierarchical
features of task resource allocation management when
allocating and managing resources[14]. According to
research on the conventional distributed grid resource
allocation management system, the grid layout features are
typically suitable for a few resource allocation tasks with
Volume 11, Issue 4, July - August 2022

There are approximately three levels of scheduling and
allocation according to five hierarchies in resource
management and allocation. The exploration of resources is
the first step. When a user discovers an appropriate grid
resource for the application and selects the least expensive
resource from its computing is known as resource
discovery. The selection of a system is the second level.
Based on their source discovery time, choosing the resource
that meets the application’s minimum cost. Initially, static
and dynamic grid computing resource information is
acquired.
Secondly, the Source Discovery Period is requested for
the optimization strategy for the available grid resource.
Application execution is the third phase. Since the shared
resources in the Grid are not exclusive to the user, when the
application executes, they are reserved for user action.
Generally, to achieve the task submission, the script
approach and the command line are adopted. Fault-tolerant
mechanism development, resource allocation management,
connection preparation and other tasks must be completed
before the application is executed. Simultaneously, the
application’s execution process should be tracked,
accomplished by a particular grid resource prediction and
grid resource monitoring mechanism. The occupied grid
resources should be released after the application is
completed[15].
PSO method is described using a standard
circumstance in which a set of birds flying for getting food.
This method shows that their self-experience guides an
individual to fly towards the specific direction for food
andothers who are all closer to the location of food while
searching for food. Here the bird is referred to as a particle,
and the group of birds are mentioned as particle swarm.
The particle is encrypted in such a manner that it should be
mentioned as a task scheduler. This method aims to
determine the proper scheduler from all the particles by
performing analysis about all the particles several times.
The evaluation of particle is performed using the formula
given below [16].

(
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=
−

( )
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+
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and
denotes the position and speed
of the particle i in the ith iteration respectively, , and
refers to weight parameters, R and r denotes the random
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values from [0,1], and
and
are referred to
global best and personal best of the particle i, respectively.

(3)

Every solution is estimated to be a particle in space, in
the PSO method, and each particle comprises its speed,
position and fitness value determined using an optimal
function 5,6. Also, the particle can recognize their present
location and the appropriate location in the whole swarm.
The present location of the particle can be changed by the
information given as follow: (a) The present speed; (b) the
present location; (c) The proper prior location; (d) the
proper location of the whole swarm.

This feature confirms that the value of
is maximum at
the initial phases and is minimum at later phases of the
search process, throughout the time of linearly reducing
from iterations
.

The initialization process of the individual is carried
out initially. Afterwards, the individual is segmented into a
set of sub-individuals. The problem area is divided into
multiple virtual sub-areas in which the sub-area is
represented in the form of a hypercube. Also, every single
dimension from all the available dimensions are split into
equal-sized pieces, and so sub-areas are created. The
particles are then transmitted to the sub-areas at low speed.
A selected set of motion coefficients are used in each subindividual, and these motion coefficients are dynamically
varied at the optimization process. At last, the solution
which is found at the time of optimization is meant to the
optimal solution to the problem, which is determined by the
newly designed method named as Adaptive Particle Swarm
Optimization (APSO) algorithm. The average and accurate
costs for the individuals and the time for running this
APSO algorithm are calculated efficiently.

The
above
formula
maintains
greater
concentration on the personal best and then a balanced
search through personal and global best. The searching
process is lastly intent over the global best. At the time of
optimization, the values of the coefficients are varied.

3.3 In this research, the new APSO is designed based on
the motion patterns known as the motion pattern
adaptation.
1.

2.

3.

A small | | and a large
are found to allow
the particle to choose a large range ( ) and
small | | is not allowed to move along any
specific direction. F=1, f is assigned a value 1
which is balanced between p and g, at the
initial stage.
The proper directions determined by the
particles are retained because of the large
number of iterations | |. The higher
is
considered to be more helpful.
Eventually, the searches should be focused on
the properly determined solutions (larger F)
among the proper solutions (smaller
and
smaller | |).

By
replacing
the
coefficients
( ,
)
simultaneously, the APSO can be maintained efficiently.
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3.4 Algorithm 1: APSO
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

For each resource
Set up the particles (resources) with velocity
Set upthe location
Do
For every particle
Calculate fitness values
If the fitness value is good than the proper fitness
value in a prior stage
Assign the present value as new pbest
End
Select the particle with accurate fitness value
among all the particles asgbest
For each particle
Evaluate the velocity of the particle
Evaluate the position of the particle
Update resources with velocity and position using
(1) & (2)
Adaptively change the coefficients using (3) & (4)
No. of. Tasks and no. of grid resources
Compute execution time and response
Select best resources
Return optimal solution

The essential parameters such as QoS are time,
cost and reliability. Cost and time are inversely
proportional to each other; if a task can be allocated more
users, advanced resources and tools may be used, resulting
in lesser time for its completion and vice-versa. This
research aims to balance the cost and time factor by using
optimal resource allocation, henceforth, resulting in
improved reliability and reduced failure rates. By
distribution of resources as per user needs significantly
raise the QoS co-efficient values
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3.5 Path and node-level fault tolerance method for
better improvement using Fit First (FF) Heuristic
algorithm
In this paper, the path and node-level fault
tolerance are carried out by the FF heuristic algorithm,
which effectively minimizes the failure time and improves
response time speed. The efficiency of the fault-tolerant
approach depends on the data transmitting time and error
rate [16]. By dispersing the unmapped tasks uniformly
among the available particles and minimising the particles'
idle time, the system's performance can be enhanced
effectively.
Also, it is considered that the processors are
integrated using some communication subsystem and are
part of a distributed system. The error features of the
hardware are as follows:
(1) The processors fail to stop the processor
which is either functioning (non-fault) or stops functioning;
(2) Every non-fault processors are communicable
with each other;
(3) Hardware administers the fault processor
separation in a way that the separation of fault processor
cannot affect the functioning of a non-fault processor;
mainly, the processors are independent with respect to
failures;
(4) The processor failure
is identified by the
outstanding non-fault processors after the failure happens,
but within the instant coinciding with the completion time
of the scheduled task on .
This method fixates on a dynamic fault-tolerant
process in which the failure of the grid is recognized prior
to the task scheduling process and is executed by
considering that the failure of the task will not happen. The
failure rate is evaluated using the formula given below:

=
Here

(5)

denotes the number of failed tasks that

are executed earlier in particle j, and
denotes the
number of tasks provided to execute earlier in particle j.
The failure rate is varied from 0 to 1. The proper
particle having a large capacity and the low failure rate is
not able to determine, and so the difference between the
fitness value and the failure rate is computed for
determining the absolute fitness value. The difference
calculation is performed using the formula given below:
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=

(

( )

)

(6)

The failure fitness rate (FFR) is evaluated using
the formula mentioned below,

=

(

)

(7)

In which
refers to the minimum
difference of task i in particle ∈ , and
denotes
the minimum failure rate among all the particles.
The tasks are assigned to the particles based on the
overall fitness value. The fault-tolerant system can
seamlessly carry out its specific operation even if software
and/or hardware failure occurs. The fault-tolerant is
proposed with such frameworks for ensuring accurate
operation in case of any faults. As several fault-tolerant
systems are utilized in real-time applications, the timing
constraints of the real-time applications are not affected.
The fault tolerance is assigned with permanent
and/or physical redundancy. The tolerance for both the
permanent and temporary device failures is assigned by
physical redundancy through software and hardware
components. The system's failure may occur if the fault in
the real-time distributed system is not identified and
resolved in a reasonable time. These systems can operate
with high efficiency even if software and/or hardware
failure occurs. The fault-tolerance technique is utilized for
maintaining the accuracy of these systems. The software
and hardware redundancy are utilized for effective
approaches [18]. The hardware faulttolerance is attained
using communication links, resources (memory and I/O
device), and processors. At the same time, the software
fault tolerance tasks are embedded into the system to
handle the faults.
The tasks are allocated to the processors in order
continuously in the FF approach. The processor that is
feasible is allocated with the task. The tasks are scheduled
to the processors by maintaining some priority order, and
then the whole tasks are scheduled to the single processor
using the partitioning algorithm. Assume the tasks as
≤
≤ ⋯ . , the method is operated as follows,
For i=1;2;….;n, the task is allocated to the first
processor
in such a manner that i and all the remaining
tasks are allocated earlier to
can be allocated on . The
task is scheduled to a new processor if no such processor is
present. Fig depicts the example of fault-tolerant in smart
grid.
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In this paper, the performance of the new APSO+FF
algorithm is compared with the traditional Multi-task
Target Decision (MTTD), and PSO-GELS approaches with
respect to time complexity, accuracy, error rate and cost
complexity. Table 2 depicts the comparison values of the
traditional and new methods.
Table 2 Comparison metrics of existing and proposed
system
Methods/Metrics

PSO–

MTTD

APSO+FF

91.03

9

GELS
Accuracy (%)

87.04

3.08
Error rate (%)

23.76

20.47

1
6.13

Fig 4 Example of fault-tolerant smart grid

Time

The main and reference copies of various tasks are
allocated to the same processor in the FF algorithm. In
general, the main and reference copies should not be
allocated to the same processor so as to endure the
processor fault. But in the newly designed FF algorithm,
the main and reference copies are considered by enlarging
the periods, such as the priority of the copy is equal to the
inverse of its period. The connection between the main
copy
and backup copy
is separated by providing the
highest priority to . Therefore, the tasks are arranged by
minimizing the RM priorities and are allocated to the
processors in the given order:

(sec)

,

,….

(8)

complexity

45

38

2
9

Cost complexity (GB)

0.13

0.1

0
.08

1.

Accuracy

Accuracy is considered the most important performance
measure and is calculated as a ratio of accurately predicted
observations to the total observations.

Accuracy =
(

)

(

)

(9)

4. SIMULATION RESULT
A comparison process is performed for evaluating
the efficiency of the grid resource allocation management
method on the basis of optimized target decision. Initially,
the resource allocation decision planning structure is
designed for similar resource requirement. By comparing
the accuracy and efficiency of the resource allocation
process of the traditional and new methods, the entire
system's performance is determined. The experiment
parameters are acquired before carrying out the experiment
[19]. The particular parameter information is given in Table
1 below:
Table 1 Experimental Test Parameters

Fig 5 Accuracy comparison
In Fig.5, the comparison of the accuracy of the existing
and the newly designed methods is shown. The name of the
methods is mentioned along the X-axis, and the accuracy
value is mentioned along the Y-axis in the above graph.
This graph shows that the accuracy of the APSO+FF
method is higher than the traditional MTTD and PSOGELS methods. This paper shows that the optimal
resources are chosen by the APDO+FF algorithm using the
fitness function values. As the fault tolerance system
improves efficiency, the performance of the whole grid
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system is enhanced efficiently. The experimental results
show that the accuracy of the particle allocation over grid
computing is improved in this new APSO+FF method.
2.

Error rate

In Fig.7, the comparison value of the existing and the
newly designed methods is computed for finding the time
complexity. In the graph, the name of the methods are
mentioned along X-axis, and the time complexity is
mentioned along Y-axis. This graph shows that the time
complexity of the APSO+FF method is lower than in the
traditional MTTD and PSO-GELS methods. This paper
shows that the optimal resources are chosen by the
APDO+FF algorithm using the fitness function values. The
performance of the whole grid system is enhanced
efficiently, as the fault tolerance system improves the
response speed and minimizes the failure rates. Thus, the
experimental results show that the accuracy of the particle
allocation over grid computing is improved in this new
APSO+FF method.

Fig 6 Error rate comparison
4.
In Fig.6, the comparison of the error rates of the
existing and the newly designed methods is shown. The
name of the methods are mentioned along X-axis, and the
error rate is mentioned along Y-axis in the above graph.
This graph shows that the error rate of the APSO+FF
method is lower than the traditional MTTD and PSO-GELS
methods. This paper shows that the optimal resources are
chosen by the APDO+FF algorithm using the fitness
function values. As the fault tolerance system minimizes
the failure rates, the performance of the whole grid system
is enhanced efficiently. The experimental results show that
the accuracy of the particle allocation over grid computing
is improved in this new APSO+FF method.
3.

Time complexity

If the new method is operated in less time, the
performance of the system is enhanced.

Cost complexity

Fig 8 cost complexity
In Fig.8, the comparison value of the existing and the
newly designed methods is computed for finding the cost
complexity. In the graph, the name of the methods are
mentioned along X-axis, and the cost complexity is
mentioned along Y-axis. This graph depicts that the cost
complexity of the newly designed APSO+FF approach is
low than in the MTTD and PSO-GELS methods. In this
paper, the optimal resources are chosen by the APDO+FF
algorithm using the fitness function values. The
performance of the whole grid system is enhanced
efficiently, as the fault tolerance system minimizes the cost
and failure rates. Thus, the accuracy of the particle
allocation over grid computing is improved in this new
APSO+FF method.

5. CONCLUSION

Fig 7 Time complexity
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As modern information technology is growing
rapidly, grid technology becomes a major core segment in
the next generation of the Internet. The speed of the
network is faster if a huge number of computers are
available on the grid. APSO algorithm and FF heuristic
algorithm are designed for enhancing the performance of
the entire grid system. The arrangement of several numbers
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of particles is built over the grid computing environment.
Using the APSO algorithm, the particle assigning is
performed so that more optimal particles are created for the
required used on the grid. The failure rate and error rates
are considerably reduced by using the FF heuristic
algorithm. This APSO+FF algorithm has high accuracy and
performance, low error rate, low cost and reduced time
consumption compared to traditional MTTD and PSOGELS approaches. The hybrid optimized methods will be
designed in the future to ensure efficient load balancing in
grid computing.
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